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stood, propped by the wall, at a little distance from the
roulette players.	.
"It's odd," Herriot said, shaking dead pipe-ash into his
hand, "how our heavens seem to differ and yet are alike.
I reach mine, as much of it as I shall ever reach, by going
in a machine up into the air. But I'm a little man. You
may become what I can never be—the invulnerable man,
passed beyond harm. I can never be that. But our ideas
come out of the same basket—or seem to to-night. Perhaps
they won't again/'
Half an hour later the roulette cloth was rolled up and
they went to their dormitories amid a little group talking
of systems.
In the morning Herriot went on leave and did not re-
appear. The arguments provoked by his escape soon died,
but the community was affected. Already, by grants of
short leave, the character of internment had been changed;
now restlessness increased; perhaps, it was said, perma-
nent parole would be given. Preparations for tunnel-
digging were continued by those who had no desire for
parole or, desiring it, were without faith in diplomats; and
Ballater, having flattered the Commandant into taking a
benevolent interest in gardens, proudly imported a spade.
Rampart and messroom and dormitory were eager with
rumour from the Hague. The fort had ceased to include
the lives of its inhabitants.
After his visit to Enkendaal, Ballater returned to the
fort at midnight To his disappointment, Lewis was
already asleep, and he was forced to turn in with his
triumphs untold. In the morning he fared no better. He
loitered in the messroom after breakfast, discussing with
Ferrari, who was annoyingly stubborn and would not
give way, whether a carp should properly be cooked in
milk; and when he had despaired of Ferrard, he found
that Lewis was already inaccessible in JedwelTs room. He
had therefore to content himself with the silent planting
out of candytuft. He pulled a few radishes, intending to
pull only a few; but, he thought, if I pull them all at once

